In recent years, screening of materials has yielded large gains in catalytic performance for the electroreduction of CO 2 . However, the diversity of approaches and a still immature mechanistic understanding make it challenging to assess the real potential of each concept. In addition, achieving high performance in CO 2 (photo)electrolyzers requires not only favorable electrokinetics but also precise device engineering. In this Perspective, we analyze a broad set of literature reports to construct a set of design− performance maps that suggest patterns between performance figures and different classes of materials and optimization strategies. These maps facilitate the screening of different approaches to electrocatalyst design and the identification of promising avenues for future developments. At the device level, analysis of the network of limiting phenomena in (photo)electrochemical cells leads us to propose a straightforward performance metric based on the concepts of maximum energy efficiency and maximum product formation rate, enabling the comparison of different technologies.
T he combination of the electrochemical reduction of CO 2 (eCO 2 RR) with carbon-neutral energy sources is an attractive approach for valorizing CO 2 emissions while contributing to close the anthropogenic carbon cycle. 1 However, despite recent advances, the practical realization of this reaction still requires the development of catalysts that show high selectivity toward a single eCO 2 RR product at low overpotentials while inhibiting the competing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). In addition, significant efforts on the engineering of functional electrolyzers that integrate CO 2 reduction with a suitable anodic reaction are still needed. 2 Pioneering studies in the 1980s and 1990s established a basic classification, based on the product selectivity of different transition and post-transition bulk metal electrodes, that has helped guide the development of catalysts for the eCO 2 RR. 3, 4 At a molecular level, the performance of a CO 2 reduction electrode is defined not only by the identity of the material used as catalyst but also by the optimization strategy that has been applied to tune the architecture of the catalyst and/or its surrounding electrochemical environment. For example, controlling the size and morphology of metal nanoparticles 5, 6 (i.e., a structural modification) and the addition of an ionic liquid to the electrolyte 7 (i.e., thus modifying the reaction environment) have been shown to enhance the eCO 2 RR performance of different materials. However, different approaches to catalyst design are rarely compared to each other, making it challenging to identify what combinations of materials and strategies are particularly successful. In this context, this Perspective aims to provide tools to uncover design−performance trends in terms of practical parameters and facilitate the comparison of different approaches. While this screening is valuable for identifying new avenues for catalyst development, a more rational design of eCO 2 RR catalysts demands a deeper understanding of the relationship between materials, strategies, and the reaction mechanism. Consequently, we have aimed to provide such mechanistic insights whenever available, and we highlight the role of detailed electrokinetic studies and of in situ and operando experimental studies, complemented by theoretical efforts, in the development of performance descriptors.
In regard to practical devices, recent studies have assessed the performance gaps (for different products) that separate the Despite recent advances, the practical realization of the electrochemical reduction of CO 2 still requires development of catalysts that show high selectivity toward a single eCO 2 RR product at low overpotentials while inhibiting the competing hydrogen evolution reaction. eCO 2 RR from economic viability. 2, 8 Although catalyst stability remains a major hurdle (i.e., thousands of operating hours are required), state-of-the-art electrolyzers producing CO and (particularly) HCOO − show cell voltages (below 2.5 V) and current densities (100−200 mA cm −2 ) that are encouragingly close to practical thresholds. Because mass and charge transport add to electrokinetics to deviate performance away from ideality, understanding the relationship between electrolyzer design and limiting phenomena under different operation conditions is of great importance. 9 Moreover, there is a lack of standard metrics, which is prerequisite for proper assessment of available technologies. In the final section of this Perspective, we associate the performance of a device to its energy efficiency and product formation rate. Following a description of the main limiting phenomena, we propose a simple and robust performance metric to characterize reported photo-and electrolyzers, shedding light on the challenges faced by the eCO 2 RR to become a competitive process. Product−Performance Map of Electrochemical CO 2 Reduction. In the first part of this Perspective, we aim to facilitate the identification of design−performance trends in CO 2 reduction catalysis using widely accessible experimental parameters for the analysis. To this end, we first extracted the maximum faradaic efficiency (FE) (toward a CO 2 reduction product) and its corresponding overpotential (calculated as the difference between the reported cathodic potential and the standard reduction potential) from ∼160 reports in the literature. Considering the multiproduct nature of the eCO 2 RR and the existence of different reaction mechanisms, this criterion is a straightforward starting point for assessing catalyst performance because high selectivities at low overpotentials are indicative of electrocatalysts that are both efficient at storing energy in the target CO 2 reduction product (avoiding energy losses to the unwanted HER) and successful at steering the reaction through several possible pathways. When represented on a map, the comparison of data sets associated with each product revealed some general trends ( Figure 1) . A cluster analysis of the points (by kernel density estimation, KDE) unequivocally revealed performance regions associated with each product. To summarize, a relatively large number of electrocatalytic systems have been reported to produce CO and HCOO − with high FE (ca. 90%), but CO demands, on average, considerably lower overpotentials. In contrast, electrokinetics over reported methanol-producing systems occur efficiently (i.e., typical overpotentials of around 0.3 V), although with modest FE. Lastly, CH 4 and C 2 H 4 typically demand overpotentials of ∼1 V with scattered efficiency. Consequently, considerable differences in terms of energetic efficiency can be ascribed to different products in the current state of the art. It is important to note that mapped performances are not solely determined by electrokinetics because the calculated overpotentials for constructing Figure 1 are, in general, larger than those actually found on the catalytic surface as a consequence of polarization losses determined, among other factors (vide infra), by the design of the electrolytic cell. Such deviation can be expected to be modest at overpotentials below ∼1 V. 9 In this sense, this analysis must be located in a previous stage to the electrokinetic evaluation of systems, where performance is driven solely by kinetics. A parallel analysis focused on electrode activity can be built based on the widely reported geometric partial current density. However, this analysis would not allow reliable comparisons across different systems, given the large influence of the catalyst loading, deposition method, roughness, etc., on the relationship between the geometric and electrochemically active surface areas.
Classif ication of Materials and Optimization Strategies. After establishing the typical performance regions for each product, we aimed to explore the relationship between different approaches to catalyst design and the resulting performance. To this end, we found that each reported eCO 2 RR system (i.e., the data points in Figure 1 ) could be classified into six basic families of materials and nine classes of optimization strategies ( Figure 2 ). Because the presence of metals is almost universally required for the eCO 2 RR to occur to a significant extent (with a few exceptions, e.g., nitrogen-doped carbon materials), the materials are classified according to the architecture surrounding the metal atom(s), thus reflecting not only the different chemical identities of the catalysts but also the existence of different types of active sites. On the other hand, optimization strategies aim to tune properties relevant to the mechanism and/or thermodynamics of the reaction and can be classified in three distinct groups: strategies in a first group aim to modify surface adsorption properties by ligand effects, those in a second group achieve the stabilization of intermediates from the electrolyte, and a third group of approaches aim to optimize the performance by modifying the electrical and chemical environment within the double layer. In what follows, the material classes are described first, followed by the strategies.
Transition Metals. The eCO 2 RR performance of transition metal electrodes has been rationalized by the relationship between the binding energies of reaction intermediates. For instance, the ability of Cu to produce highly reduced products in significant amounts is a consequence of the balance of its CO binding energy and its capacity to protonate adsorbed CO (to either *COH or *CHO) compared to other transition metals, Figure 1 . Performance map for the electrochemical reduction of CO 2 (eCO 2 RR) toward the most commonly reported products. The maximum FE and its corresponding overpotential are plotted for each reported catalyst. The background color intensity is positively correlated to the density of points, suggesting characteristic values of FE−overpotentials for different products. They were obtained by KDE after establishing cutoff densities. Please note that the robustness of statistical analysis increases with the population size. Bibliographic references and relevant data for each report are provided in a separate Excel file and indexed in Figure S1 .
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Perspective which either bind CO too weakly (leading to high selectivity toward CO, e.g., Au and Ag) or too strongly (resulting in poisoning by CO, e.g., Pt, Rh, Pd, and Ni). 10 However, theoretical studies indicate that the scaling relation between the binding energies of the CO* and COOH* intermediates in transition metal surfaces misses the top of the activity volcano for CO evolution. 11 In addition, the production rate of CH 4 and C 2 H 4 has been shown to have different sensitivity to pH and structure (e.g., Cu(111) and Cu(100) surfaces favor CH 4 and C 2 H 4 , respectively), 12, 13 leading to the crucial mechanistic conclusion that these products follow independent pathways. 14 p-Block Metals and Oxides. In contrast to transition metals, formate is the traditional eCO 2 RR product over bulk p-block metals (e.g., Pb, In, Sn, Bi). The production of formate is thought to occur via a dead-end mechanism, which is different from that of CO, involving a weakly adsorbed CO 2 − radical or physisorbed CO 2 . 14, 15 Consequently, the high selectivity of pblock elements toward HCOO − is driven by the dominance of this alternative mechanism alongside poor HER kinetics. A distinctive feature of this materials family is that surface (hydr)oxides that are metastable under reducing conditions appear to play a crucial role in the eCO 2 RR, as revealed by in situ and operando experiments. 16, 17 Carbon-Based Materials. The performance of pure carbonbased materials in the eCO 2 RR is generally low. 18 However, the introduction of nitrogen heteroatoms into the structure of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 19 and nanofibers (CNFs) 20 has been shown to be successful in producing eCO 2 RR-active metal-free catalysts. In general, the activity of these materials is thought to depend on the enhanced stabilization of reaction intermediates on either graphitic or pyridinic N sites. 21 More recently, the incorporation of isolated Fe atoms in N-doped carbon materials has resulted in enhanced performance. 22 Molecular Catalysts. Broadly speaking, homogeneous catalysts for the eCO 2 RR generally consist of transition metal complexes with (a) macrocyclic ligands (i.e., porphyrins, phthalocyanins, and cyclams), (b) bipyridine ligands, or (c) phospine ligands. 23, 24 In light of concerns associated with the use of homogeneous catalysts, an emerging strategy is their immobilization over inert, conductive substrates. This approach has been recently demonstrated with promising results in the case of cobalt porphyrins, 25 for example, in which the electron transfer to CO 2 is thought to be mediated by the Co 2+ /Co + redox couple. 26 Chalcogenides. Mo-terminated edge sites in MoS 2 have been found to be active for the eCO 2 RR, 27 and this observation has been recently extended to other transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) with an engineered nanostructure. The high activity of the edge sites has been attributed to their low work function and high electronic density, particularly in WSe 2 . 28 Interestingly, DFT studies indicate that transition metal-doped MoS 2 is able to break the scaling relation between eCO 2 RR intermediates, 29 which encourages further development of this class of materials.
Enzymes. Although their use in practical contexts is very challenging, enzymes remain the only reported reversible electrocatalysts for CO 2 reduction to CO 30 and formate 31 (with the exception of some Pd-based materials in the case of the latter, vide infra), which makes them very valuable as benchmarks and for drawing inspiration for catalyst design. For instance, CO dehydrogenases contain bifunctional sites that avoid linear relationships present on transition metals and thus land on top of the activity volcano for CO evolution. 11 Nanostructuring. Confining the size of the catalyst to the nanoscale is a common way to increase the population of exposed undercoordinated sites and thus achieve different adsorption properties with respect to bulk materials. 32 For instance, Pd nanoparticles below 5 nm show very high FE for CO (in stark contrast to bulk Pd), which was ascribed to an increased amount of corner and edge sites (with favorable CO 2 adsorption and *COOH formation) relative to terrace sites, which are HER-active. 33 Another approach is to favor the exposure of crystallographic features with particular catalytic properties, as demonstrated by the increased production of ethylene over Cu mesocubes with a high density of (100) facets and atomic steps. 34 Alloying. The adsorption properties of a metal can be tuned by changing the composition of the bulk or by limiting this alteration to the topmost and/or subsurface atomic layers (i.e., near-surface alloying). 35 An early experimental example is the finding by Sakata et al. of marked differences of selectivity over electrodeposited Cu-based alloys with d-and p-block metals. 36 DFT calculations have predicted alloys with enhanced Maps associate the catalytic performance to materials (left) and optimization strategies (right). When one system integrates more than one optimization strategy, squares with different size overlap. The background color intensity is positively associated with the density of points, suggesting characteristic values of FE− overpotentials for different products. They were obtained from cluster analysis without imposition of cutoff densities. Bibliographic references and relevant data for each report are provided in a separate Excel file and indexed in Figure S1 .
Perspective performance toward different products, such as W−Au 37 or Cu 3 Pd 38 for methanol.
Doping. Herein we expand the IUPAC definition of doping 39 to incorporate lattice substitution. The addition of dopants has been primarily used to improve the electrical conductivity of substrates, as in the case of boron-doped diamond. 40 On the contrary, lattice incorporation of nitrogen atoms in carbon materials has been revealed as a powerful tool to outfit carbon materials with unexpected eCO 2 RR properties (vide supra).
Surface Strain. The existence of tensile or compression strain in the lattice of a metal causes an upshift or a downshift of the d-band center, respectively. Because the d-band center is associated with adsorption strength, tensile strain results in stronger adsorbate binding, and vice versa. 35 Some systems, such as Au−Pd−Cu sandwich-like catalysts 41 or Pd nanoicosahedra, 42 show how this principle can be exploited to tune the FE.
Multiphase Systems. The interaction of different phases in multicomponent catalysts (e.g., supported nanoparticles) can result in interfacial sites with modified adsorption properties or in electronic effects on the active phase. 43 For example, studies of support effects are infrequent in the eCO 2 RR literature compared to (thermally-driven) heterogeneous catalysis, although the increase of the performance of Ag nanoparticles toward CO evolution when supported on TiO 2 44 or In(OH) 3 45 demonstrates the potential of this approach. In addition, metal−oxide interactions were reported to be crucial to the performance of Cu−In 46 and Au−CeO x electrocatalysts. 47 Co-catalysts. Following the report of Rosen et al. that the presence of EMIM-BF 4 drastically reduces the onset potential for CO 2 reduction over Ag electrodes, 7 room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have been commonly used as co-catalysts in the eCO 2 RR over different materials. They are believed to lower the energy of the CO 2 − intermediate, most likely by complexation, although there is still a lack of general consensus regarding the mechanism of action of RTILs in the eCO 2 RR. 48, 49 Functionalization. Molecules anchored to the catalyst surface may stabilize intermediates either by direct interaction with such species or by the redistribution of charges on the surface. 50 Most efforts have focused so far on understanding the effect of adsorbed halides, which are claimed to alter the adsorption energy of CO due to charge transfer from the halide to the metallic surface. 51, 52 Modification of the Chemical Environment. Pioneering studies by Hori and co-workers already demonstrated the influence of different cations 53 and anions 54 in the electrolyte on the eCO 2 RR. This effect has been recently rationalized by the more favorable hydrolysis of larger alkali cations in proximity to the cathode, leading to a buffering effect that reduces the pH-induced depletion of CO 2 on the electrode surface. 55 Another approach that belongs to this category is increasing the concentration of CO 2 in the electrolyte either by operating at higher pressures or by substituting the aqueous electrolyte by a suitable organic solvent. 56 Electric Field. High local concentrations of cations and CO 2 are linked to each other due to noncovalent interactions. 57 By manipulating the electrode geometry, it is possible to modify the electric field and influence the distribution of charged species within the double layer to favor the eCO 2 RR. 58 This approach has been recently demonstrated by Sargent and coworkers using sharp Au nanotips that generate a very high local electric field. The intense field induces a high concentration of cations (and, thus, CO 2 ) over the active surface, resulting in greatly improved FE and current density. 59 Visualization of Design−Performance Trends in the eCO 2 RR. Application of the dual classification (material and optimization strategies) to the reports plotted in Figure 1 gives rise to maps that allow visualization of trends between the different design approaches and the resulting catalytic performance for each eCO 2 RR product, as well as the identification of outliers. This breakdown for CO and HCOO − , the two most commonly reported eCO 2 RR products, is presented in Figure 3 . Similar analyses for other products are shown in Figure S2 (C 2 H 4 and CH 4 ) and Figure S3 (alcohols). Transition metals (CO) and pblock/oxides (HCOO − ) largely give shape to characteristic zones, which are at a distance of the best-performing systems (enzymes). A variety of materials show remarkably high performance for CO evolution; for example, carbon-based, 20 d-metal, 7 and p-block/oxide 60 materials offer >90% FE at η < 0.2 V. As for formate, the typical η ≈ 1 V agrees with the commonly held belief that high selectivity is achieved only at the expense of very high overpotentials for the HER and not by favorable eCO 2 RR kinetics. Nevertheless, Pd-based 61, 62 and Co-based materials 63 (which, remarkably, are not part of the pblock) have recently brought overpotentials closer to practical figures. In contrast, methane and ethylene are reported almost exclusively on transition metal (more precisely, Cu-containing) surfaces ( Figure S2) .
Consider now the impact of optimization strategies ( Figure  3 , right). As described, a system targeting CO production should impede the parasitic HER and either preferentially stabilize *COOH over *CO or reduce the energy barrier toward CO 2 − . 14 Notably, strategies that target stabilization from the electrolytic medium (i.e., modification of the chemical environment, electric field, and co-catalysts) are the only ones present in the best-performing systems, but nanostructuring also shows clear potential at this stage. On the other hand, functionalization, surface strain, alloying, and multiphase systems strategies need further development to overcome comparatively poor performances. As previously mentioned, the reaction mechanism for HCOO − is believed to proceed independently from CO formation. 14 Not surprisingly, the analysis of associated strategies in Figure 3 depicts a different landscape than that for CO. The nanostructuring approach helped to transform materials reported in their bulk form to be inactive for formate formation into benchmark catalysts (Pd and Co) when combined with modification of the electrochemical environment. 64 However, we remark that, in contrast to CO, the use of co-catalysts does not seem to be an effective driver for formate production. Some strategies such as doping, surface strain, or local modification of the electric field are almost or totally absent from available reports. Among the fewer amount of reports for more complex products, some general conclusions can be extracted. For example, the combination of nanostructuring with the modification of the electrochemical environment over Cu surfaces clearly predominates for CH 4 and C 2 H 4 ( Figure S2 ), whereas modification of the electrochemical environment has been largely used to favor methanol-producing systems ( Figure S3 ). In summary, high-High-performance eCO 2 RR toward CO seems to be heavily dependent on the strategy.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters Perspective performance eCO 2 RR toward CO seems to be heavily dependent on the strategy, led by those tuning the electrochemical environment around the electrode, in contrast to the acute dependency on the material−strategy combination revealed by recent results for HCOO − . A less varied picture emerges for CH 4 and C 2 H 4 , where the ubiquitous use of Cu greatly determines the performance and makes it challenging to compare the merits of different strategies.
From Catalyst Screening to Electrokinetic Evaluation. Comparisons based on practical and directly measurable parameters (e.g., electrode potential, FE, geometric current density), such as those found in the maps, are valuable for screening catalysts tested under different conditions and identifying promising design approaches, but they provide, in general, limited information for developing a fundamental understanding of catalytic performance. Consequently, the screening must give way to electrokinetic studies determining the catalyst's energetics and intrinsic activity for the target and side reactions. In this context, the Tafel slope (b) and the exchange current density (j 0 ) are electrokinetic parameters commonly employed. At a basic level, a low Tafel slope is indicative of an efficient "translation" of increases of the applied potential into higher reaction rates for a given product, making it a valuable parameter from both fundamental and practical points of view. Figure 4 (left) exemplifies how the Tafel slope of Au-based catalysts (highly active and selective toward CO evolution Figure S1 ), vis-a-vis a polycrystalline electrode, 65 decreases through nanostructuring (Au nanoparticles and rods) and even further by the combination of nanostructuring with electric field effects (Au nanotips). 59 Interestingly, the values of j 0 in this case suggest that nanostructuring seems to negatively affect the intrinsic activity, possibly due to the creation of a lower density of active sites compared to that of the polycrystalline surface. Although the influence of side reactions can be assessed by comparing partial current densities for each at fixed overpotentials, for example, a more practical analysis follows from the use of the energy efficiency (eq 1). Figure 4 (right) displays the superior behavior of both the polycrystalline electrode and the nanotips in achieving high energy efficiency toward CO.
It is important to note that such an analysis requires that (a) the experimental data be devoid of mass transfer limitations and (b) current densities be expressed in terms of the electro-chemical surface area (ECSA) of the active phase. The former is challenging in the eCO 2 RR due to the low concentration of CO 2 in aqueous electrolytes and the multiproduct nature of the reaction, particularly in the case of products that are only observed at relatively high overpotentials with limited selectivity (e.g., CH 4 and C 2 H 4 ; see Figure 1 ). 9 In addition, accurate methods to determine the ECSA are currently available only for a limited group of materials, most of them noble metals. 66, 67 As a consequence, electrokinetic characterizations will become more widely used in the eCO 2 RR as novel catalysts exhibiting high FE at low overpotentials and new protocols for the determination of the ECSA are developed.
Development of Performance Descriptors. Looking ahead, the performance maps intend to encourage the "mix and match" design of eCO 2 RR catalysts, relying on the combination of effects from different building blocks. For instance, the electric field effect could be used to selectively increase the CO 2 local concentration next to surfaces with a high population of active sites, generated either by the creation of interfaces or by nanostructuring. Such systems would show reduced polarization losses and therefore reduced effective overpotentials. Another possibility could arise from using nanostructuring to create specific sites as targets for subsequent dopant substitution, facilitating atomically engineered doped materials. Nevertheless, a more rational optimization of eCO 2 RR electrocatalysts requires the development of new performance-driving parameters (i.e., descriptors) arising from mechanistic understanding. However, due to the current limitations of theoretical studies (e.g., simplification of the electrochemical interface), the development of performance descriptors demands complementary experimental efforts capable of (i) monitoring catalytically relevant properties (e.g., oxidation state, surface composition, and structure) under reaction conditions and/or (ii) developing model electrocatalytic systems where clear structure−performance relationships can be inferred. In this respect, although less accessible than in (thermally driven) heterogeneous catalysis due to their associated experimental complexity, spectroscopic operando techniques are increasingly applied to electrochemical reactions. 68 For instance, monitoring of surface species can be achieved by attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) 69, 70 or Raman spectroscopy. 17 The composition and 
Perspective oxidation state of the surface can be probed by synchrotronbased ambient-pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS). X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) does not require ultrahigh vacuum at the detector, and hard or soft X-rays can be used to probe metal catalyst atoms and adsorbed intermediate species, although its bulk character limits its applicability for nanostructured systems. 71, 72 Last but not least, commercially available in situ electrochemical microscopy offers a promising avenue to disclose dynamic processes under reaction conditions over both flat and nanoparticulated materials. In addition, model catalysts intend to fill the gap between DFT models and real catalysts by precise control of the number and types of sites exposed. Model eCO 2 RR catalysts are even less frequent than in situ studies and are almost exclusively limited to nanoparticles with well-controlled morphologies. 42, 73 Nevertheless, atomically controlled Co oxide nanosheets 63 and nanofabricated doped diamond rods 74 unveiled experimental descriptors allowing performance optimization studies, for example. Overall, we anticipate that theoretical efforts complemented by the clever use of operando techniques and model systems will drive future developments toward more efficient CO 2 reduction electrocatalysts.
Performance Limitations and Metrics in CO 2 (Photo)electrolyzers. In the second part of the Perspective, we shift the focus toward the development of practical devices for CO 2 reduction. The optimization of CO 2 electrolyzers demands the minimization of inefficiencies arising from a network of phenomena (kinetics, mass, and charge transport) of different nature, acting at different scales and, in general, not ascribed to a single component. This section briefly describes design parameters affecting the performance of the cathodic process because the anodic oxygen evolution 75 has been more profusely studied. Mathematical treatment of the optimization problem is out of the scope of this work. For models of (photo)electrochemical devices, the reader is referred to other sources. 9, 76, 77 The performance of an electrolyzer can be quantified in terms of the energy efficiency and the product formation rate. Thus, design−performance optimization can be mathematically modeled and performance limitations quantified (scheme in Figure 4 ). The energy efficiency in electrolyzers (ε e , also known as voltage efficiency) is defined as the ratio between the chemical energy stored in the desired product(s) i and the applied electrical energy and can be calculated with eq 1. The additional cell voltage over the equilibrium potential (i.e., the thermoneutral value, E n ) is the sum of cathodic and anodic overvoltages arising from kinetics (kinetic overpotential, η act ), charge transport (ohmic overpotential, η ohm ), and mass transport (diffusion overpotential, η mt ). A detailed mathematical description of these variables can be found in a number of works. 9, 75 The partial current density of the desired product i (j i ) is a fraction of the total current density given by the FE S i (eq 2).
Design-and performance-limiting parameters are linked in CO 2 electrolyzers (scheme in Figure 4 ). Particular aspects associated with photoelectrochemical cells are described later.
Thermodynamic Limitation. Thermodynamics imposes a minimum cell voltage equal to E n (Table S1 ). 2 The thermodynamic limitation in this context refers to a positive shift of E n under operation as a consequence of CO 2 depletion and/or raised pH at the catalytic surface (Nernstian loss). In CO 2 -bubbling electrolyzers, both processes are linked by carbonate equilibria and reaction stoichiometry. Shifts in E n are therefore driven by (i) the buffer capacity of the electrolyte 78 and the solubility of CO 2 (and its kinetics) 9 and (ii) the thickness of the diffusion layer, directly associated with the degree of turbulence and therefore to the cell design. Singh et al. 9 estimated shifts of 100 and 50 mV associated with pH and CO 2 local variations, respectively (15 mA cm −2 , diffusion layer thickness of 100 μm). They can thus become comparable to kinetic overpotentials over state-of-the-art catalysts ( Figure  1) . Remarkably, the configuration based on a gas diffusion electrode (GDE) avoids CO 2 depletion and provokes turbulent flow at the catalytic surface, therefore minimizing the impact of this limitation.
Kinetic Limitation. The kinetic overpotential η act and FE S i arises from the energetic landscape of the reaction mechanism, which is determined by the electrocatalyst, the electrolyte, and, importantly, transport properties (cell design) in the case of pH-dependent reactions 14 and/or reaction products unstable under highly alkaline conditions. 79 The porous structure of the catalytic layer also plays a role as adsorption properties may change in nanometric pores when double layers overlap (nanoconfinement effect). 80 The cathodic overpotential is currently the largest source of inefficiencies in well-designed electrolyzers, accounting for 400−800 mV at 10−50 mA cm −2 , 81 followed by the anodic one (200−300 mV at similar current densities). 75 Transport Limitation. Charge and mass transport limitations are manifested in the Joule effect and concentration gradients, respectively. Out of the ionic and electronic contributions to the ohmic losses through the Joule effect, the ionic one introduced by the electrolyte is predominant (stainless steel 82 ≈ 1.4 × 10 −6 S m −1 vs 0.1 M KHCO 3 electrolyte 83 ≈ 7 S m −1 ), which calls for a short distance between electrodes for high performance. Though the ohmic overpotential η ohm can be thus decreased by increasing the conductivity of the electrolyte, this beneficial effect is largely counterbalanced by an increase of the thermoneutral potential as a consequence of larger concentration gradients arising from a weaker electric field. The net effect is estimated to correspond to ∼3.5 mV S −1 according to Singh et al. 9 They also modeled the key impact of the membrane ion selectivity on the electric field. Electrodialysis forced by the use of cationic membranes brings large polarization losses (ca. 300 mV at 4 mA cm −2 ). Consequently, ohmic overpotentials can be minimized by proper selection of the electrolyte, membrane, and geometry but can become the main limitation in other cases, as reported by Kopjlar et al., 84 We anticipate that theoretical efforts complemented by the clever use of operando techniques and model systems will drive future developments toward more efficient CO 2 reduction electrocatalysts.
Perspective where η ohm ≈ 950 mV at 100 mA cm −2 . In parallel, mass transport properties have a decisive influence in thermodynamic, kinetic, and ohmic losses. Ionic gradients in the boundary layer next to the electrode give rise to diffusion losses, represented by η mt and usually modeled using unidimensional Fick's law. 85 For the CO 2 -bubbling configuration at ambient conditions, the limiting current density j i is strongly dependent on the electrolyte pH, conductivity, hydrodynamics, and number of CO 2 moles consumed per mole of electrons transferred. Local effects such as complex diffusion patterns at nanostructured surfaces and electric field effects are usually disregarded, despite their influence on the CO 2 concentration near the electrode. 59 However, j i is restricted 9 to tens of mA cm −2 in any case, which renders this configuration as unsuitable for industrial standards. On the other hand, electrolyzers based on GDEs are only limited in this respect by the ionic flux through the catalytic layer. In this situation, microscopic models predict 86 confinement of the catalytic activity into a small fraction of the catalyst layer at high current densities, characterized by the appearance of a virtual kinetic overvoltage η mt = η act . Finally, note that the overvoltages described show different evolutions as the current density increases. Consequently, performance limitations vary in their importance according to The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters Perspective operation conditions. 2 All in all, the anticipated picture of a multivariable optimization problem emerges and calls for an integral engineering approach in order to achieve the primary goal of high efficiency.
Quantif ying the Performance Gap toward Practical Implementation. An aspect highlighted often is the need for figures of merit (based on technoeconomic analyses) to guide the development of electrolyzers toward practical implementation. 2, 87 In this context, herein we introduce simple and robust performance metrics, derived from the conventional cell voltage−FE−current density trio, that (a) facilitate the comparison among systems at practically relevant operation conditions and (b) provide a first quantitative approach to how energy efficiency evolves as the product formation rate increases. In this regard, we note that the nominal working regime in a practical device must be located between the conditions that maximize the product formation rate per unit of energy input and those that maximize the total product formation rate (associated with high and low electricity cost scenarios, respectively). Operation outside of this range would make little pecuniary sense. These two maxima in general do not overlap because electrokinetics demand higher overpotentials (i.e., lower energy efficiency) for increasingly larger current densities. To this end, we consider the partial current density of the desired product obtained at maximum energy efficiency (j ε ) and the energy efficiency obtained at maximum partial current density (ε j ). The calculation of the pair (ε j , j ε ) is exemplified in Figure 5a for a cell producing CO (kinetic data obtained from Hatsukade et al. 88 ) alongside an idealized IrO 2 anode (Tafel equation, cathodic transfer coefficient α c = 1, exchange current density 9 j 0 = 1.4 × 10 −4 mA cm −2 ). The pair is represented in Figure 5b . The slope of the segment linking these two points represents the decay rate of energy efficiency as the production rate increases (thus, a horizontal line would correspond to the ideal thermodynamic behavior), and its horizontal length reflects the operation range. Note that j ε mainly encompasses kinetic limitations, whereas ε j displays a larger influence of transport limitations, that is, is more influenced by engineering aspects. Comparison among systems is thus straightforward. For example, some representative reports are compared in Figure 5d (references can be found in an Excel file in the Supporting Information). CO and HCOO − electrolyzers lead the feasibility race (see also Figure  1 ) though still at modest ε j values in comparison to expected practical ones. 2 As an example, Kenis et al. 89 
(label a) and
Dufek et al. 90 (label b) reported similar j ε for CO production using Ag-based eCO 2 RR catalysts. However, careful engineering in conjunction with a state-of-art anode translated into a decay of 0.12% per unit of current density ("a"), vs. 1.04% for "b". For the sake of comparison, an average performance for a state-of-the-art polymeric membrane water electrolyzer (a technology entering industrial implementation) is shown in Figure 5d ("H 2 "). The lack of side reactions and a very kinetically efficient hydrogen production in the cathode, together with decades of engineering efforts, 75 result in elevated energy efficiencies over a very wide range of current densities (decay rate ∼0.01%). Nevertheless, technical similarities between water splitting and electrochemical CO 2 reduction hint at the potential of combining catalyst design and device engineering in CO 2 electrolyzers.
Photoelectrochemical Cells (PECs). All previous considerations on limiting phenomena can be directly translated to CO 2reducing PECs. However, the direct transformation of sunlight into photovoltage suffers from both extrinsic and intrinsic losses (scheme in Figure 5 ). Extrinsic losses such as nonradiative recombination, series resistance, or reflection can be minimized by proper cell design. On the other hand, intrinsic ones (mismatch between the solar spectrum and energy band gap and radiative recombination) are inherent to light absorbers. As a result, the maximum current density for CO 2 reduction under solar light is around 35 mA cm −2 even under ideal conditions and optimum configuration of light absorbers. 76 This key outcome (a) minimizes the impact of limiting phenomena associated with high current densities (ohmic losses and poor mass transport), (b) makes the CO 2bubbling configuration a suitable design option, and (c) facilitates catalyst design as requirements on specific electroactive surface area are milder.
Operation in PECs is defined by crossing of the voltage− current characteristics of the light absorber(s) and the electrocatalytic system. 91 In Figure 5b , the same system described in Figure 5a is coupled to a high-performance triple-junction InGaP/GaS/Ge absorber under AMG 1.5. 76 The resulting operation point is located far from both the optimal operation range determined by (ε j , j ε ) and the one corresponding to optimal photoconversion, yielding a solarto-fuel efficiency of ε stf = 1.33% (Figure 5c ). It follows that coupling high-performance eCO 2 RR systems and photoabsorbers does not necessarily lead to a high-performance artificial leaf. An integral design approach among different disciplines, focused on matching energy band gaps and kinetic overpotentials with dedicated interface engineering, is thus prerequisite. 92 In this respect, examples of current efforts are the Joint Centre for Artificial Photosynthesis in the United States 93 or the a-leaf project funded by the European Union. 94 Because PECs are characterized by a nominal operation point (assuming constant irradiation), ε j = j ε follows. Bell et al. 76 have calculated thermodynamic and real performances of artificial leaves, arriving at ideal ε stf = 30−35% for almost all carbon products except for CO (42%); see Figure 5d (shadowed area). Replacement of perfect kinetics by a state-of-the-art Ag eCO 2 RR catalyst would decrease ε stf down to 7%. Lastly, when state-of-the-art catalysts and absorbers are considered, efficiencies around 1% must be expected. These figures are in stark contrast with those expected in electrolyzers coupled to other renewable sources such as hydro or wind, with larger electrical conversion efficiency (up to 90 and 45%, respectively).
Conclusions and Outlook. The electrokinetics of CO 2 reduction remains as the main source of inefficiency in electrolyzers. This is in part explained by the scarcity of design−performance relationships driving the rational design and optimization of catalysts. Materials− and optimization strategy−performance maps suggest patterns for different products and offer a bird's eye of the field, where electrocatalysis toward CO and HCOO − shows promising selectivity and overpotentials. In conjunction with electrokinetics, mass and charge transport properties profile operation at the device level, which makes an integral design from the active site to the cell scale prerequisite toward high performance. In contrast, a careful match of electrokinetics and photoconversion characteristics is the key design step in photoelectrochemical cells. Finally, simple and robust metrics for performance based on maximum energy efficiency and product formation rate shows how improvement is needed on both electrocatalysis and engineering before meeting practical requirements.
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Perspective
We put forward that experimental in situ techniques and model systems will complement theoretical efforts on unveiling performance descriptors in coming years, gradually shifting from the traditional trial and error approach to a more rational design of catalysts. As a consequence, we expect to see a parallel and quick rise in engineering efforts as industrial feasibility is perceived as a midterm goal, which must benefit from the wake of similar and more developed technologies such as water splitting. In light of the herein presented results and recent feasibility studies, we highlight the potential of formate as the first product to break the commercialization barrier. The recently reported development of electrocatalytic systems at the lab scale that combine low overpotentials with high selectivity may boost the process as long as similar performance can be replicated on inexpensive and scalable materials.
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At the device level, analysis of the network of limiting phenomena in (photo)electrochemical cells leads us to propose a straightforward performance metric based on the concepts of maximum energy efficiency and maximum product formation rate, enabling the comparison of different technologies.
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